
NG17 Anti Bacterial Computerized cart 

Enhances patient care through improved clinical 
workflow efficiency and organization, by taking the 
clinical process, Med records and Med preparations 
directly to the point of care. 
  
Improve patient care through the consolidation of 
the electronic health records, medication 
verification, and med administration at the patient 
bedside.  
  
Perfect for an array of clinical applications including: 
eMAR use at the point-of-care and Bar code 
medication administration (BCMA). 
  
 Specifically designed for healthcare and clinical 
environments. 

 
 

 



Disinfection Control 
For optimal sterile environment, ADI's Medical Cart’s 
outer surfaces are made of anti-bacterial materials.  
Concealed cables and U.V light exposer  inside 
keyboard drawer ensures better and ongoing 
cleaning state. 

 

Internal Keyboard & Mouse drawer 
NG17’s keyboard and mouse are placed within a 
dedicated drawer. Keyboard and mouse cables are 
both stored within the drawer. U.V lighting will provide 
better and on going cleaning state. 
Keyboard drawer is ergonomically designed and 
equipped with a Right and Left mouse pad. 

NG17 Features 



NG17 cart incorporates an electric lift mechanism for 
comfortable height adjustment while sitting or 
standing.  
 
Height adjustment by an up/down switch. 

Electric Height Adjustable 



One versatile cart for multiple solutions.   

16 -24 bins Medication dispensing cabinet 
with a central electric lock,  is easily installed 
over any NG17 cart, turning the basic doctor 
cart into a computerized  medication 
dispensing carts used by nurses. 

Broad range of accessories such as metal 
holder for trash and needle bins, baskets and 
more are available with an easy connect 
design. 

Monitor arm with VESA TILT. Load capacity 
up to 16Kg for any 19”-24” monitor/AIO PC. 

 

Electric Height adjustment with or without 
battery drawer. (auiniqe solution for NG17 
carts) 

  

Incomparable Versatility 



A Green 330-660W LIFEPO4 
battery. Providing 
a long life of more than 
3000 cycles, rapid charging 
and a user-friendly LCD 
monitor interface for 
battery status and alarms.   

A Blue light around the 
keyboard,  coming from 
the U.V Light drawer while 
cart is connected to 
power, indicates for a 
charging process  that is 
easily noticed . 

Easy Maintenance: 
In case of a failed ,power 
system drawer can easily be 
replaced with a spare one 
within minutes. 
Battery replacement after 5-6 
years is simple. 
No technical knowledge is 
required for maintenance 
 

Innovative Green Battery Power System 



NG17 Computerized cart 
  
Fully covered with anti bacterial surface 
 
Small footprint and extremely light weight, Yet, a 
load capacity of 100Kg 
  
Electric height adjustment for both, powered and 
non powered carts.  
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